One of only a handful of owner-operated watchmaking companies worldwide, NOMOS Glashütte crafts fine mechanical timepieces in Glashütte, Germany. Precision engineering, award-winning product design, and the rich heritage of Glashütte watchmaking can be found in every NOMOS timepiece—and thanks to these three aspects, they are created to last a lifetime.

Tangente neomatik 41 Update is a new version of Tangente, the iconic bestseller from NOMOS Glashütte that has been on the market since 1992. This timepiece is now powered by the company’s latest in-house caliber, DUW 6101. Despite its date function, this automatic caliber remains slender, measuring only 3.6 mm in height. The date mechanism is set around the outer edge of the caliber and allows for a tailor-made date display in all three classic models of the Update series. In Tangente neomatik 41 Update, the mechanism displays the current date around the edge of the dial in a subtle yet playful way, leaving Tangente’s original design almost unchanged. This type of date display is entirely new and exclusive to NOMOS Glashütte. The ‘quick-set date’ mechanism can be set forwards or backwards very easily, requiring only a half-turn of the crown. With DUW 6101, NOMOS Glashütte is setting a pioneering new standard for date watches as well.

www.nomos-glashuette.com